
 

 

August is National Wellness Month. Daunting right? 

Just the sound of it—how can we do “wellness” in a 

just one month?  The awareness being celebrated and 

honored is actually more limited than it sounds. The    

focus is self-care, stress management and promoting 

healthy routines, which is where we will put our attention.  

As we all chant the phrase “new normal”, we are actually 

speaking to the new routines that we have to come to 

accept and perform every day, practically without      

thinking.  For example, wearing a face mask when walking into a public establishment.  Before April, we could   

never have imagined that to be as natural as locking our car door, but it quickly became part of our everyday      

lifestyle. (National Day Calendar, 2020) 

The pandemic also removed some of our “regular routines” due to the new restrictions it imposed. This 

includes going to the gym, or the studio or the park, even.  We faced limited supplies of not only the foods we    

routinely ate, but the personal hygiene and cleaning supplies we never imagined life without.  Our healthy habits 

were challenging to sustain, and throw in the emotional turmoil many of us experienced, we may have not          

recovered…still. Humans are creatures of habit. Routines and rituals keep us healthy, happy and for many can 

ease the stress that lies at the source of so many health issues. So, for those of us who are without a “new normal” 

in terms of healthy routines, it is time to rebuild and implement a new regime. 

For the most part, we like structure and organization.  Having both in place will inevitably result in overall better 

health and having routines in place results in less decision making. If I know I am working out at 5:30 a.m. every 

day, I don’t need to think about—I just do it.  Researchers at Cornell University estimate that the average adult 

makes about 35,000 remotely conscious decisions every day and approximately 226 of those decisions are 

on food alone! (Graff, 2018)  So we need our default for our day. If we have good habits in place, it will keep us 

from taking the risk of a bad choice in the moment, whether it be a food choice, a decision to skip our workout 

again or pull an all-nighter rather than getting our much needed sleep.  Ideally, we want to implement beneficial 

patterns in our lives so that we don’t need to choose the best options—they simply choose us. (The Value of 

Healthy Routines and Habits, 2020) 
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This month, we want to do just that. Start with one new healthy routine and maintain it for the 

entire month. This may be an opportunity to try something new. Intermittent fasting is certainly 

trending at the moment, touting improvement to both your immunity and metabolism. If your   

angle is more aimed at physical fitness, you may want to try a high intensity interval training 

class (HIIT) or a mind-body exercise such as yoga or tai-chi which combines body movement 

and mental focus. The quality of our sleeping habits can affect our mental alertness, our      

emotional well-being and energy level. Perhaps you want to establish a consistent time for    

waking and going to bed every night for the month. Hopefully you will see the results of your 

new habit and make it a part of your renewed healthy regimen. (Medicine, n.d.) 

For those of you who want to make yourself accountable—post your new routine on social media.    
Putting your intention out to the universe will only motivate you more and inspire others!   

Good luck and stick with it!  
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